
TScore release notes for version 10.2.26 
This is the first full release of TScore 10.2, which has added a significant new feature – support for direct 

entry of deductions by execution judges, using Android tablets. 

There are also a number of other minor but useful enhancements summarized below. 

Direct entry of execution deductions 

TScore now has a companion Android App that can be used for judges to directly enter their deductions 

from a tablet or phone. There is a lot of new functionality here! Please see the user guide for more details. 

Note that this is a precursor to supporting full pre-move median scores which are currently displayed for 

information, but not yet used in the printed or exported results. This feature has proven in trials to be really 

useful in analysing judging patterns and identifying errors and inconsistencies. 

Linux database server support 

To overcome connection limits on Windows 10, TScore can be used with its master database running on a 

Linux server. This has been tested with the Mint 17.3 distribution (Ubuntu 14.04.3) and PostgreSQL 10.12.1 

Per-event configuration settings 

A significant number of settings are now saved with each competition database, rather than being held 

locally on each computer. 

Email improvements 

You can now choose whether to ‘cc’ just the first email or all of the emails in a batch 

Save the default class order 
If you change the Programme Class Order when creating a new competition, that setting will be 

remembered for subsequent new competitions. Note also that this setting affects the order in which classes 

are initially added to the timetable, so choosing the correct initial setting here can save you a lot of time 

ordering the timetable. If you subsequently change the order for programme creation, it will not affect the 

timetable if you have already saved that. 

Separate Execution / Execution + HD totals 

You can double-click the label to swap between Ex and Ex+HD on the scoring form.  Export now correctly lists 

Ex only in the Ex column. 

Time of Flight Roster generation for AirTime  
TScore can generate Time of Flight competitor lists in a format that AirTime can read. Separate lists are 

created for Qualifying and Finals. 

Network message monitor tool 

To help monitor TScore to tablet communication, a new UDP monitor tool has been added. 

Original Age Group positions added to results 

Printed results can now include each entrants position in their original (un-merged) age group. 



Switch to require higher qualification score on certificates 

When creating qualification certificates, you can now choose whether the lower or higher scores need to be 

achieved. 

Edit Clubs improvements 

Addressed some anomalies in updating multiple values at one (emails weren’t always changed, Officials 

weren’t updated for example).  Added Coach name to each club. 

Allow a single HD score to be entered  

If you just enter one HD score, the second blank one will be ignored. There are also now better warnings for 

invalid HD scores. 

Allow Bonus in DMT and Tumbling  

Bonus scores were not previously available for all disciplines. 

Cosmetic improvements 

 Better layout for Edit Entrant screen – more space for email plus email format validation added. 

 Better error traps for content length in a number of forms including  Edit Competition, Edit Entrant. 

 Preferences screen reworked to have multiple tabs 

 Form load speed improved 

 Filter out the ‘BG number here please’ comment for officials on entry forms 

 Improved Time of Flight interpretation of decimal point position for short routines 

 Synchro score precision increased to 2 decimal places 

 Reduced the advance notice of license expiry nagging 

 Improved layout for timetable conflict list 

 Default 'Print Team results' to off 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


